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Abstract 

A common assertion in discussions of flooding is that risk perception is critical and is linked to risk 

mitigating behaviour. Furthermore, many assert that the adverse effects of floods could be reduced by 

changes in risk communication, thereby influencing risk perception to foster mitigating behaviour. 

We argue that these assertions are based on quite questionable underlying assumptions: that 

stakeholders are generally aware of flood risk, that they have the capacity to engage in disaster risk 

reduction, and that their actions can be effective. The belief in and policies influenced by these three 

questionable assertions support, in turn, policies that shift responsibility for flood risk reduction onto  

individuals and homeowners, without regard for social and spatial justice issues. By contrast, we 

argue that context matters to understanding the complexity of the relation between flood risk 

perception and behaviour, local power relations, and other constraints and opportunities that affect 

stakeholders. Whilst the academic community has long played a pivotal role in supporting practical 

flood risk management, future research should take a more critical perspective on the underlying 

assumptions and focus on improving coordination across theories, methods and variables, fostering 

comparative studies across disciplines, contexts and scales. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Do only stupid people drown and only compulsive gamblers suffer flood losses? This is put in crude 

terms, but conventional wisdom concerning flood risk management is based on three fundamental 

assumptions that invite such a cartoon summary. It is assumed that (1) stakeholders are generally 

aware of flood risk; (2) stakeholders know what to do in order to avoid loss and harm and also have 

the capacity to engage in Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) actions; (3) stakeholders are motivated to 

take these actions and their engagement is effective, one leading to the other. It is often derived from 

all these assumptions that if people intentionally disregard risks and experience losses, risk 

communication is decisive in making good these individual errors of judgment and motivation.  

Such a top-down understanding of individual flood behaviour and risk communication must be 

challenged from the point of view of the fundamental changes in flood risk management in recent 

years. Central to this fundamental shift is the idea of flood risk governance (Hartmann et al. 2017), 

which implies that multiple stakeholders need to act, exchange ideas and collaborate to tackle flood 

risks at different temporal and spatial scales. People’s choices and behaviours before, during, and 

immediately after a disaster can dramatically affect the impacts, vulnerability, recovery time and 

resilience of individuals and communities (Slavikova 2018, Jüpner 2018, Reghezza et al. 2015). These 

changes necessitate a change in the meaning of risk communication (Nobert and Demeritt, 2014). 

Top-down approaches are sometimes encouraged by uncritical use of indicators and models. We share 

a certain scepticism towards semi-quantitative indicators (Heesen et al. 2014), and we urge avoiding 

the development new indicators without a deep understanding of what they represent, just as one 

should avoid using models before their comprehensive empirical validation (Rufat et al. 2019). 

We believe what is required is a shift to collaborative and participatory approaches to flood risk 

governance. This belief is in line with the evolution of DRR thinking and policy that have begun to 

foster public engagement, social capacity, community participation as well as individual 

responsibility. This trend applies to many countries in Europe and also to North America (Suykens et 

al 2019, Tarlock & Albrecht 2016), as well as to China (Dai et al. 2019). However, in these cases and 

also in other countries where individual perception and behaviour are invoked (Ferdous et al 2019), 

the precise role of the individual and limits on individual action remain unclear. Indeed, the concept 

of DRR by individuals is built on questionable assumptions, as suggested above. Also, our current 

understanding of risk perception, underlying motivations and capacities is still limited and fragmented 

(Lechowska 2018, Wachinger et al. 2013). Piecemeal and disconnected research has handicapped the 

cross-validation of research results, inhibiting the academic community’s ability to build on previous 

knowledge, to move the research field forward, and to best support flood risk reduction activities 

(Rufat & Fekete 2019). 

 

2. LAST DECADES: INCREASING ENGAGEMENT, FRAGMENTING 

KNOWLEDGE 

During the last two decades, DRR policies have increasingly highlighted the importance of raising 

individuals’ awareness and encouraging them to take actions to reduce hazard impacts (Bubeck et al. 

2017), whilst overlooking some early critics of such an approach (Hewitt 1983). Some national flood 

management policies define the roles and responsibilities of individuals and homeowners implicitly, 

as is the case in the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Poland, for example. Elsewhere these 

responsibilities are more explicitly defined for households, communities, or companies through 
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specific policies (Thaler et al. 2016). German water law, for example, highlights that everyone who 

might be affected by flood risk shall take necessary precautions to mitigate their own risk (article 5). 

Such an approach encourages differing protection levels across society (Hartmann et al. 2015), and 

thereby result in unequal patterns of exposure and protection (Thaler et al. 2019). Different financial 

flood recovery schemes deal differently with issues of equity and justice, as recent studies from the 

USA and Europe illustrate (Emrich et al. 2019, Slavikova et al. 2019). Assuming individuals must 

take responsibility to protect themselves and increase their own resilience, there are likely to be 

significant downstream consequences with respect to the privatisation of DRR (Kuhlicke 2019). This 

shift can be interpreted as mirroring the political agenda of individualis ing responsibilities, a turn that 

can also be observed in other domains of public policy, such as health care, or labour market policy 

(Bogliacino et al. 2016). 

Underlying this trend are three fundamental assumptions that are important to challenge: Is it 

generally true that individual actions have positive disaster mitigating effects? Are most individuals 

motivated to take protective actions on the basis of a perception of risk? Do most individuals have the 

financial, organizational, technological and other resources to take such DRR actions?  

Considerable progress has been made by researchers exploring such questions, including studies of 

motivation driving adaptive behaviour (Bamberg et al. 2017, van Valkengoed et al. 2019), the 

effectiveness of adaptive actions (Kreibich et al. 2015), as well as on the critical role of resources 

individuals require to prepare for, cope with and recover from the impact of flood events (Sayers et al. 

2018). Clearly both exposure and adaptive/coping capacities are unequally distributed among 

different groups within all societies (Montgomery et al. 2015). Disadvantage and vulnerability to 

flooding also exists in materially advantaged societies (Roth et al. 2018). However, despite decades of 

research on protective behaviour and perception, predicting the actual behaviour of individuals, 

homeowners, citizens still is a major challenge (Bubeck et al. 2012, Milman et al. 2019). Uncertainty 

derives from many areas and results in fragmented understanding of risk perception and behaviour 

(Davids et al. 2019, Lechowska 2018). An especially broad gap can be observed between risk 

perception and behaviour, leading to a disconnection between decision-makers and affected people 

with respect to risk communication and risk knowledge (Whitmarsh 2008; Höppner et al. 2012; 

Wachinger et al. 2013). The main sources of uncertainty include the following:  

 Difficulty connecting the results of risk perception research within flood risk management 

research (Birkholz et al. 2014); 

 Lack of knowledge about the roles of place attachment (De Dominicis et al. 2015) and a 

person’s previous experience;  

 The numerous intra-psychic processes interacting with social and economic processes, for 

example, individual’s belief in their efficacy is important in triggering action (Witte, 1994), 

and belief in individual and response efficacy are influenced by the amount of resources 

people have (Bamberg et al. 2017); 

 The challenge of disentangling the connections of risk perception with the underlying 

demographic, social, environmental, and place of residence backgrounds (Rufat 2015); 

 Lack of clarity about how risk perception is influenced by the complex relationships that may 

exist between individual citizen and decision makers, especially at the local level (Taylor et 

al. 2014).  
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3. WHERE DO WE STAND: BRIDGING THE KNOWLEDGE-ACTION GAP 

The current fragmentation stems from the interdisciplinary nature of the field, informed and shaped by 

different sets of assumptions, theories and methodologies (Lechowska 2018), and leading in turn to 

diverging results (Rufat et al. 2015, Kuhlicke et al. 2020). A central question is why people are still 

failing to act in an adaptive manner to reduce future losses even when there are ever richer risk 

information provided by ever more communication channels, such as websites, social media, mobile 

applications, television and print news. One answer is that the very question is misleading because it 

is based on a pragmatic understanding of risk communication focused on a specific objective (e.g. 

“inform people to allow them to make better decisions”) (Rickard 2019). This view is based on the so-

called “deficit model” that assumes a “knowledge-action gap” that can be overcome if only more and 

better information is provided to an ignorant public (Demeritt and Nobert, 2014, Suldovsky, 2017).   

We argue that the “deficit” model is simplistic. There are many reasons why at-risk people may not 

act on risk information (Eriksen et al. 2010). In the first place, the coexistence of contradictory results 

(Wachinger et al. 2013) still makes it a challenge to distil a clear-cut message from available science 

to stakeholders. Appreciating why official risk messages do not always result in the intended 

behaviour requires bridging knowledge-making and decision-making (Fünfgeld et al. 2019).   

Secondly, elevated awareness of flood hazard does not always translate into adaptive actions because 

individuals may not have access to the necessary resources (Begg et al. 2017). We observe that when 

national authorities transfer more tasks and duties to the local level, there are rarely matching 

resources and power devolved to carry out these responsibilities (Thaler & Priest 2014). Such 

“localism” encourages a privatisation or “hollowing-out” (McCarthy et al. 2004) of flood risk 

management as local authorities are not able to cover the new tasks (Driessen et al. 2018).  

In the third place, effective flood risk management, reduction of damages and fatalities, also depends 

on individual aspirations and choices (Slomp et al. 2017). Here, personalised risk messages might 

help to overcome the individual reluctance to act in an adaptive manner (Mildenberger et al. 2019, 

Snel et al. 2019). However, first responders and decision-makers usually lack the means to identify 

and target the most vulnerable groups for whom a blanket individual responsibility policy may put 

more pressure (Klinenberg 2015), and therefore such people are often considered to be non-compliant, 

“irrational”, or at best “hard to reach”(IFRC 2018). 

But it is precisely people in vulnerable situations that it is essential to reach despite the challenges 

(Roth et al. 2017). These challenges include a distrust of government or outsiders. For others, the 

message does not resonate with their lived reality or they are too preoccupied with daily needs 

(Wisner 2020). While progress has been made in characterization of situations in which vulnerability 

is most likely to be found (Wisner 2016), mapping them remains difficult because people may slip 

into or out of vulnerable situations depending on many contingent factors such as seasonality and life 

cycle (Wisner et al. 2004) and due to the complexity of other responses that may partly offset or 

worsen vulnerability (Tierney 2014). Whilst the importance of social and behavioural determinants of 

vulnerability and resilience has been addressed by a wide range of approaches (Fekete et al. 2019), 

their multidimensionality makes it difficult to represent them with a universal set of metrics across 

scales and hazards (Birkmann 2014). As a result, not only do most mapping, models and indicators 

fail to capture intersectionality (Rufat et al. 2015), but most of them fail to consistently explain the 

flood outcomes (Rufat et al. 2019). 
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Fourthly, and even more challenging, some groups of people are simply excluded from research and 

policy discourse such as the homeless, migrants, prisoners and people in mobile homes (Gaillard et al. 

2019) or people who transgress hetero-normal norms (Wisner et al. 2016). Accuracy may suffer as 

well as moral authority be eroded by studies that do not systematically ask for consent from research 

participants (if not for their active participation and co-production of knowledge), especially for more 

vulnerable groups (such as undocumented migrants, homeless, etc.), and are prepared to face dissent 

and even rejection. Such reflexivity should also lead researchers to focus on other overlooked issues 

such as corruption and disaster risk creation (Lewis et al. 2012), institutional impacts on vulnerability 

and resilience (Birkmann et al. 2013), mal-development and unequal power distribution (Wisner 

2016). 

In the fifth place, an emphasis on individual behaviour challenges what many people experience as 

established roles and responsibilities (Reghezza et al. 2015). For example, whereas flood protection 

was earlier seen as a citizen’s right to be satisfied by the welfare state (Hartmann et al. 2017), the 

recent inclusion of “residual risk” in policy implies discrimination in protection against floods (van 

Ruiten et al. 2016). Such policy approaches are considered necessary to increase resource efficiency 

as the costs associated with flood protection continue to rise and because floods are increasing with 

climate change (Blöschl et al. 2019). The IPCC last report (2019) emphasized that climate change has 

increased surface flooding due to more intense rainfall and recent research drew attention on a high 

positive correlation between global warming and future flood risk (Winsemius et al. 2016, Alfieri 

et al. 2017). The implementation of such policy approaches varies from Europe to other continents, 

reflecting issues of liability, individual responsibility, and the allocation of risk management action 

(Thaler et al. 2016). However, there is a fine line between feeling responsible, being made 

responsible, or even having the wherewithal to be responsible (Reghezza et al. 2019). Or to put it in 

other words: highly exposed and vulnerable people are often left alone, to cope with and adapt to the 

consequences of flooding. 

Iin all matters of flood risk management, local context matters. Local relations of power shape 

constraints and opportunities people face (Wisner et al. 2004, De Dominicis et al. 2015), institutional 

capacities and the degree to which principles of good governance such as transparency, equity, 

responsiveness, accountability and collaboration are practiced (van Straalen et al. 2018). Kuhlicke and 

colleagues found these aspects to bear upon the legitimacy of government and to be influential on 

individual decisions (2011). 

Finally, also the academic world has to re-think their approach on research of risk perception in flood 

risk management. Case study approaches are widely used to understand context- and group-specific 

differences in risk perception (Bubeck et al. 2012, Wachinger et al. 2013, Lechowska 2018, Hudson et 

al. 2019). However, so far they fail to establish a convergent or generalizable view of risk perception 

drivers. They may increase communication efficiency in specific cases (Höppner et al. 2012), but they 

may not necessarily contribute to building a common baseline, which prevents the development of a 

panoramic view of what might be socially determined and what might vary from one context to 

another. At least some shared theoretical constructs and methods to foster comparative studies are 

therefore necessary to address the knowledge-action gap. This would require combining qualitative 

and quantitative methods, identifying joint theoretical frames, addressing local demands, tackling 

dynamic processes, fostering comparability and transferability. 
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4. WHERE WE’RE GOING NEXT: NOAH BUILT JUST ONE ARK 

We believe that knowledge gaps and fragmentation can be addressed by comparing case studies in 

order to generate converging evidence across different contexts. The recent trend toward combining 

computer science, experimental design and social science (De Albuquerque et al. 2015, Elsawah et al. 

2015) makes such comparative studies possible. These different fields require coordinating theories, 

concepts and methodological approaches and the approach adopted must encourage co-production of 

knowledge and should foster more inclusive knowledge-for-action. 

However, improvements are necessary and caution is required, as existing big data analyses, 

longitudinal and replication studies are still not mature enough to address the current knowledge gaps 

(Vicari et al. 2019, Begg et al. 2017). For example, although social media services such as Twitter and 

Facebook are ever more used to monitor public reaction to floods (McCallum et al. 2016), and at the 

same time contain a rich variety of information about people’s behaviour, emotions and perceptions 

(Demuth et al. 2018), the data quality often is not reliable enough to improve modelling (Smith et al. 

2017). More importantly, vulnerable communities are digitally left-behind (Wang et al. 2019). 

Advancements in remote-sensed data, digital social science, computation methods and machine 

learning have also generated great expectations (Filatova et al. 2013). Data-driven simulation tools 

such as spatial agent-based models are increasingly used to model human and systems behaviour 

during or after disaster events. These hold out promise for tackling the complexity of collective 

behaviour in order to inform disaster management, response activities and policy development (Haer 

et al. 2019). Data are obtained from quantitative and qualitative approaches (Elsawah et al. 2015). 

Such data are highly dependent of the quality and consistency of the empirical data on risk perception 

and behaviour (Aerts et al. 2018). Therefore, far from overcoming the main issues, such new research 

avenues stumble on the same obstacles. 

Meanwhile, a complementary research approach would be to explore whether bottom-up, people-

centred and participatory processes encourage inclusive decision-making (Scolobig et al. 2015), while 

ensuring that the collection, analyses and modelling of data is done in a transparent and ethical way. 

Scientific efforts and decision-making processes should better reflect local individual and collective 

knowledge, participatory processes and inclusive decision-making (Patterson et al. 2018). Here, too, 

however, is caution is called for. Local flood risk reduction activities by more exclusive and affluent 

groups and the organizations representing them might have adverse impacts on other, less privileged 

groups of risk-bearers, thus potentially increasing inequality (Thaler et al. 2016). It is important to 

identify how peers, community groups, and institutions influence individuals’ decisions, behaviour 

and response (De Dominicis et al. 2015). Individual capacity and resources to reduce losses caused by 

future flood events are highly influenced by the individual knowledge, resources and power to 

undertake active actions (Chowdhury et al. 2011). Often, many households can neither afford nor are 

willing to engage themselves, it is necessary to disaggregate population groups and socially 

vulnerable situations (Wisner 2019). 

Understanding how exposed households can “swim together” rather than individually comply with or 

evade risk communication can strengthen the evidence base to engage with decision-makers. It is 

important to move beyond analytic and descriptive identif ications of risk to a more propositional 

approach that provides decision-makers not only with empirical evidence but also with solution 

options, not only with rules of thumb but ways of deepening knowledge-for-action in specific places 

(Eiser et al. 2012). These solutions may not take the form of “products” but advice about “processes” 

such as engagement with citizen-scientists, co-production of knowledge with local residents, 
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including children and youth, or the risk perception knowledge “quadrangle” (connecting higher 

education, research, policy-making and communities)  (Snel et al. 2019,  Davids et al. 2019).  

Public communication must be further investigated. For example, how people react to communication 

and take action, be it by belief in the effectiveness of a particular measure or in their own capacity to 

implement it (Witte 1994). Some research argues communication should not be fear-based, but rather 

make use of positive messages based from positive psychology (e.g., “Yes, we can” slogan) that can 

support response behaviour and community resilience efforts (Kellens et al. 2013). Policy-relevant 

research requires careful consideration of practitioners’ needs and should understand the language of 

policy-makers to better integrate research results in operational flood risk management. At the same 

time, research needs to step back and take a more distanced view in order to unravel the information-

gaps and hidden conflicts between flood risk management and decision-making silos. 

The key social science contribution remains identification of communities of interest, of the triggers 

and barriers to risk-reduction behaviour. To achieve this, more systematic and recurrent assessments 

of risk perception at different political levels (e.g., national, regional, and local)are necessary, and 

should be complemented by longitudinal studies whenever possible. Assessments should be carried 

out among many stakeholders, including policy-makers, communities, educators and researchers 

themselves. Longitudinal studies remain relatively rare in the field of disaster studies (Wisner 2011), 

just as smaller disasters are too often overlooked (Satterthwaite et al. 2017). The measurement of 

welfare disruptions during even small floods has the potential to reveal new cross-disciplinary insights 

that bridge daily needs and disaster needs. Similarly, moving toward scenario-based approaches and 

identifying communities of interest and engagement, such as social media groups, can provide direct 

input into the communication of targeted and impact-based warnings (Weyrich et al. 2018). Asking 

direct questions like “If your house got damaged by a flooding that reaches X height, can you expect 

help of any kind from neighbours, family, other community groups?” will help to make concrete such 

abstract concepts as “social cohesion” and “social capital” and support improved communication 

based on experiences (Scrivens et al. 2013). 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The bedrock assumption in risk communication that positively links risk perception to flood risk-

mitigating behaviour is still challenged. We have shown that it must be nuanced by factoring in 

individual risk perception drivers, how perceptions might change when exposed to a group 

perspective, the influence of power relations, and the feasibility of response behaviour. The current 

trend that heavily emphases (or even legislates) individuals responsibility, as well as downscaling 

flood management, is based on flawed assumptions – that stakeholders are aware of flood risk, that 

they have the capacity to engage in risk reduction, and that their actions can be effective – turning a 

blind eye on social and spatial justice issues. 

The unchallenged circulation of these assumptions results in policies that have negative consequences. 

Firstly, individuals are left alone with the consequences of being made responsible for reducing flood 

damages, a burden they often cannot support. Secondly, people are treated as isolated units acting for 

themselves: the standard perspective by policy-making (“it’s the individual, stupid”) is simply taken 

over, overlooking how households exposed to floods “swim” collectively. 

It remains important to link flood risk perception with behaviour, but we have argued that context is 

critical to adequately understand the complexity of such links. The current fragmentation of the field 
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makes it an uphill battle to cross-validate the results of the current collection of independent case 

studies, hindering comparability and transferability across scales and contexts. Whilst the academic 

community has long played a pivotal role in supporting practical flood risk management, future 

research should take a more critical perspective on the underlying assumptions and focus on 

improving coordination across theories, methods and variables. Social and technological changes have 

been arousing great expectations, but before embarking on ever fancier methods, we need first and 

foremost to find common ground between methodologies, build a baseline for risk perception, 

adaptation behaviour and social vulnerability, and foster comparative studies across disciplines and 

scales. 

The first step to building such cumulative knowledge is to define a common list of minimal 

requirements in order to compare surveys from one case study to another. Such list should include a 

set of shared theories, specification of the variables, even a selection of decisive questions allowing 

for comparability and long-term monitoring, and means for making results operational in specific case 

study contexts in ways that are useful to decision-makers. 
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